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As the field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images in Fig. 1A show, the deposition of
Fe3O4 NPs and therefore the coating thickness on S. platensis could be controlled by adjusting the dipping
time. Consequently, the magnetic property of the microalgae BMR was also tailored (fig. S7), as were
properties of the inherited functionalities such as autofluorescence, MR contrast ...
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A Cross Notice of Deposition is a document which will indicate that the filer of the deposition will want to have
rights to cross-examine the witness provided by the opposing party. A cross-examination refers to an act of
interrogating the witness with questions that challenges the testimonies which he stated.
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Cryonic proponents go further than the mainstream consensus in asserting that the brain does not have to be
continuously active to survive or retain memory. Cryonics controversially asserts that a human survives even
within an inactive brain that has been badly damaged, provided that original encoding of memory and
personality can, in theory, be adequately inferred and reconstituted from ...
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The Cryogenian (/ k r aÉª oÊŠ Ëˆ dÊ’ É› n i É™ n /, from Greek ÎºÏ•Ï•Î¿Ï‚ (krÃ½os), meaning "cold" and
Î³Î-Î½ÎµÏƒÎ¹Ï‚ (gÃ©nesis), meaning "birth") is a geologic period that lasted from It forms the second geologic
period of the Neoproterozoic Era , preceded by the Tonian Period and followed by the Ediacaran .
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Under confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), homogeneous and intense signals could directly be
observed without additional fluorescent markers (the bottom row of Fig. 1B), indicating the uniform deposition
of Fe3O4 NPs during the dip-coating process and successful inheritance of intrinsic functionalities from the
biological matrices. In the following sections, we highlight MSP and present ...
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